Coupeville Comprehensive Plan Update
Town Workshop #2 Report

October 2022

Overview

To share the first draft of the and gather community feedback, this in-person “Workshop #2” was
conducted at the Coupeville Recreation Hall the evening of October 18, 2022. About 140 people
participated in-person and virtually.
This event followed over a year of prior community outreach including a community visioning survey
(with 255 responses), stakeholder interviews in late 2021, an online “Workshop #1” in January 2022,
and seven public meetings with the Town Council and/or Planning Commission.
The event was advertised with a 6:00 PM start. Staff from consulting firm MAKERS led a presentation
starting with project background information, including the basics of comprehensive planning in
Washington state, project schedule, summary of community feedback and priorities heard to-date,
and summarizing the key draft goals and policies in the first draft of the plan.

After the presentation, about 15 minutes of question-and-answers were held with the audience. The
event concluded with a general open house format where attendees could review posters with
information about the draft plan and talk to Coupeville staff and consultants. Attendees were invited
to provide sticky notes on the posters with their comments, fill out a two-page paper survey
(submitted that night or delivered by October 28), and email comments to Town staff.
The event was advertised via a postcard mailed to all Coupeville property owners, the Town
newsletter and website, and emails sent by Town staff to individuals and organizations.
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How the Feedback Will Be Used

The feedback from the event will be incorporated into the next draft of the Coupeville 2024-2045
Comprehensive Plan, either through added or revised policies and updated maps, new graphics, and
new sidebars or definitions with supplemental information. Comments generally focused on the Land
Use Element and the alternative Future Land Use Designation Maps, with little feedback on the other
elements (Housing; Historic Preservation & Community Design; Economic Stability; Parks, Recreation &
Open Space; Natural Systems; Transportation; Capital Facilities; and Utilities).

Question and Answer Session

Some clarifying questions were asked after the event presentation concluded. Paraphrased questions
and comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More information on the Coast Salish cultures and heritage, including a land
acknowledgement at future meetings, is needed
The Big Rock natural feature needs to be mentioned
There seems to be limited commercial space for new businesses to open or expand
How does transportation concurrency work and who pays for improvements?
Do the water utility plans show we have enough capacity for growth in Coupeville? Is there
enough water to keep the farms outside Coupeville viable?
Military jet noise affects property values.
There is no guarantee of affordable housing, nonprofit housing providers are needed in
Coupeville to provide subsidized housing
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Survey Results

A paper 7-question survey was provided as one of several methods for feedback. Attendees were
invited to fill it out at the workshop or return the survey to Town staff by October 28. Staff received 32
survey responses, which represents about one-fifth of the workshop attendees.

Questions 1-4: Demographics

The first four questions asked for basic demographic information of survey respondents. There is some
evidence that survey respondents are a different type of people than the population at large.
Question1: Residency. Most respondents live in Coupeville. Notably, 29% of respondents do not live
in Coupeville full time, including 13% who say they permanently live outside Coupeville.

Question 2: Housing tenure. The respondents were more likely to be homeowners than the Town’s
population of homeowners. 94% of respondents are homeowners, while only 64% of homes in in
Coupeville are owner occupied. Homeowners are overrepresented and renters are underrepresented.
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Question 3: Age. The vast majority of survey takers, 82% (26 out of 32 respondents), report being age
61 years and older. The respondents are generally older than the town population, where 46% of
respondents are 65 and older (the different age marks are due to slightly different categories being
used between data sources).
Notably, there were no survey respondents 20 or younger and only one survey respondent reported
being in the 21-30 years age group (these younger age groups are approximately one-quarter of the
town population). This age distribution of survey takers seems roughly similar to all workshop
attendees.

Question 4: Employment. The vast majority of survey takers, 83%, report being retired. This is
consistent with the age response since people tend to retire around the age of 65. However, this
means retirees are overrepresented in the survey responses and working people are
underrepresented compared to the Town population.
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Question 5: Likes

An open-ended question asked: What Components of the Draft Comprehensive Plan do you like the

most? Most importantly, why do you like them?

A summary is below and the full transcribed answers are available in Appendix A.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple comments said they like the vision statement, and hope the plan can live up to it
People greatly enjoy Coupeville’s rural, small-town character and hope the plan can help
maintain that quality of the community
One person said the land use proposals because don’t go far enough to promote affordable
housing, especially for young people
A couple people mentioned the need to grow Coupeville’s tax base so that more services can
be provided to the community
Like the attention given to sustainability and resilience
Some people they like the lower-density map proposals
Several people said the general proposed changes seem reasonable and are urgently needed
to provide worker housing for people employed in Coupeville
Administrative map and land use designation cleanups make sense

Question 6: Dislikes

An open-ended question asked: What components of the draft Comprehensive plan do you dislike or

have questions about? Most importantly, why do you dislike them?

A summary is below and the full transcribed answers are available in Appendix B.
•
•
•
•
•

Some concern that the vision statement is not adequately integrated into all of the elements
Some people are skeptical that the plan does not guarantee creation of affordable housing,
and several written comments were opposed to density increases
Several people request more information about environmental issues, such as how increased
housing density relates to climate change
Several people asked about water capacity
More mention is needed of the town’s dependence on public sector jobs (hospital, schools,
military)
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Question 7: Vision Scoring

The final survey question asked: Please review the draft plan, goals, and maps. After review, on a scale

of 1 to 5 (5 being best), please rate how well you think the draft Comprehensive Plan responds to each
these parts of the Town’s Draft Vision Statement. Please share WHY you chose that rating.

The following list shows the components of the Vision Statement which were asked about. The
number corresponds to the results chart below.

Q7.1 - Preserves and protects the Town’s historical and cultural heritage
Q7.2 - Cherishes and enhances the Town’s natural habitat
Q7.3 - Enhances walkability within the Town
Q7.4 - Supports and enhances great parks, trails, and the waterfront
Q7.5 - Expands the diversity of housing choices within the Town
Q7.6 - Expands homegrown economic opportunities
Q7.7 - Implements responsible climate change actions
About half of respondents were dissatisfied with how the draft Comprehensive Plan responds to all of
the vision statement components. Some of these respondents did not provide any specific comments
on how they would like it to be improved
Respondents were most satisfied (though still fairly low scoring) with how the draft plan addresses
component Q7.4 (parks, average score of 2.47) least satisfied with how the plan addresses component
Q7.2 (natural habitat, average score of 2.04).
Respondents’ written comments about why they choose these scores are listed in appendix C.
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Poster Comments

A summary of the poster sticky note comments and images are below. See full a full transcription of
poster comments in Appendix D.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limit the number of Land Use map changes to help preserve Coupeville’s current form
Concerns or opposition to Land Use map alternatives 1 and 2 (many comments simply saying
“no” without explanation as to why)
If High Density areas are added on the Land Use map, they should be distributed to help
mixed-incomes residents integrate into the community
More information needed on water supply, sewer capacity, and road/transit capacity to
support Land Use map changes
Climate change and the environment need to be considered in the Land Use element
Confusion on the term “civic” being associated with religiously owned properties
Interest in smaller homes such as accessory dwelling units (ADU) and cottages, along with
ensuring that new homes are not used as vacation rentals
Historic Preservation & Community Design is one of the most important elements and should
be emphasized more, including more about the influence and contribution of Native
American cultures
More information or policies are needed on local wildlife, including the deer population
More parks are desired, especially on the east end of town
Review of the draft plan is needed by more stakeholders such as human/social service
providers and the Trust Board of Ebey’s Landing National Historical Reserve
More space for commercial business and variety of employment opportunities is needed

Figure 1 - Comments on the current land use map, which was provided for reference
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Figure 2 - Comments on the Alternative 1 land use map

Figure 3 - Comments on the Alternative 2 land use map
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Figure 4 - Comments on the Alternative 3 land use map

Figure 5 - Comments on a Land Use element poster
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Figure 6 - Comments on Housing Element posters

Figure 7 - Comments on a Historic Preservation & Community Design Element poster

Figure 8 - Comment on a Transportation element poster
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Figure 9 - Comments on a Parks, Recreation & Open Space element poster
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Appendix A – Draft Plan “Likes”

An open-ended workshop survey question asked: What Components of the Draft Comprehensive Plan
do you like the most? Most importantly, why do you like them?
The full transcribed answers are listed below.
1. If I must choose, it would be map – alternative #1. I agree completely with Sharon Gauthier’s
letter to the Coupeville Town dated October 17, 2022
2. I liked the vision statement. It is carefully thought out and covers all the values I believe are
necessary to carry our community forward. I also think it supports the purpose of the Reserve.
If the elements in the document were to be based on this statement, the Comprehensive Plan
would cover what most residents want. The vision statement spells out the “what” of our
vision. The Elements should address the “how” by stating how we are going to realize our
vision.
3. As a former planning commission person who worked on the last comp plan, I like the idea of
controlling growth. Now with climate refugees moving here – we need to be careful not to
over extend our H2O and other Utilities. It’s quality of life that we love in Coupeville.
4. We appreciate the attention given to sustainability & resilience there is attention paid to multimodal transportation, energy conservation, maintenance of parks and open space, etc. that is
appreciated. Also, the acknowledgement of the importance of concurrency.
5. The plan for worker Housing & Low-cost housing. We are in a housing affordability crisis. It is
important that teachers, nurses, fire fighters, police live in the communities they serve.
Barista’s janitors, farmworkers, waitress/waiters, have no affordable place to live.
6. Overall, the proposed changes seem incredibly reasonable. I really appreciate the
thoroughness and thoughtfulness that went into this review
7. The plan is a modest change from current status – no big changes, except for defining density
areas. The vision of Coupeville is nicely stated. I approve of cleaning up the various one-off
zoning agreements/MOUs, so agreements are consistently recorded. I though how you
handled the Jet noise concern was enough to pacify the noise haters, especially the decision
to limit medium density on Parker Rd. because of encroaching flight loud intervals.
8. One, the plan reflects what is currently built. Two, it is in-line with the growth management
act. Three, it is “most importantly” designating areas for higher density to support more
affordable housing for working force. The work that has gone into this plan is outstanding.
9. Cleaning up MOU’s – Building up high density in areas where it exists
10. The Vision Statement
11. The Vision Statement
12. Affordable housing – we moved to Oak Harbor from Coupeville because we could buy a house
for $100,000 less than in Coupeville. Increase the Density
13. I appreciate the thoughts ant effort to move our town forward. I think that the only way to
reduce the cost of houses is to build more (smaller) but it increases the pressure on Town and
services. I don’t know.
14. Maintaining historic aspects, quiet, safe, walkable. Lower density proposals. Thank you for
listening and changing certain aspects Thank you for not falling into the angry questions
towards the end of your presentations. Your Meeting – your agenda!
15. We love Coupeville! We think the town has to have greater household density to support: A)
middle income employees – county hospital, city, etc. B) to maintain public school student
populations or lose a great community school district and C) to maintain and grow the Tax
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base that will maintain community facilities, roadways, etc. the city needs the ability to grow
within existing boundaries.
16. The addition of “encouraging” ADU’s and Junior ADU’s in town. Will allow aging in place.
17. I will use the first person & let other speak for themselves. Scaling back the overall plan shows
some recognition that I do not want Coupeville to change its rural small-town character.
Scaling back shows you recognize the plan is not really for implementation. Scaling back
shows you recognize I do want our town to have affordable housing but not gentrification.
The plan shows a hint of recognition that Leavenworth, Anacortes, Kirkland & Roslyn are not
models of what we want in Coupeville.
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Appendix B – Draft Plan “Dislikes”

An open-ended workshop survey question asked: What components of the draft Comprehensive plan
do you dislike or have questions about? Most importantly, why do you dislike them?
The full transcribed answers are listed below.
1. Unfortunately, many of the elements do not reflect the basic tenets of the vision statement. I
believe it is the purpose of the vision statement to act as a guide when writing each of the
elements. Therefore, each element would speak to all aspects named in the vision statement.
There is little evidence of support of economic opportunity, additional parks or green space,
improving walkability, or preservation of natural habitat. There is even less support of
addressing climate change.
2. Comments Attached
3. Not enough regard for water shortages in Coupeville. Really not enough reality in home prices
in regard to affordable & low-income housing in Coupeville. A small house down the street
from me is $625,000!!! Can we encourage builders that share our values for quality and
affordability?
4. The highest omission is the acknowledgement and opportunities mixed to educate the public
about the pre-colonial inhabitants and their culture. Does it not seem at least ironic, myopic
and really, with repeat, absurd? We have a lot to learn from them about right relations. �
5. No plan for travel about for people with disabilities. Lack of plan to mitigate climate change.
6. I would like to see zoning increased over the current proposed amounts. As a young person it
is incredibly hard to find affordable housing and good work opportunities. I have lived in this
town for 25 years and love it. Without young people living here going forward the tax base will
dry up and we will be unable to maintain and preserve the things that make this town special
in the future.
7. I don’t understand why the church was lumped into the “civic” category. It is NOT the same as
parking lots or public spaces. We are concerned that it may complicate our request to re-zone
to high density residential, so we can partner with a developer to create affordable/workforce
housing unit on our lands.
8. One, Question of H2O usage? You stated you’ve planned for future H2O usage; however, it is
not stated that you’ve also considered growth in the county that would be taking H2O from
the aquafer. Two, hopefully you don’t let those who have “megaphones” deter you. Especially
when they do not live in Coupeville.
9. Feel there is connections to developers
10. The Details of most components are in direct opposition to the vision statement
11. Removal of low-density, density increases, ½ unit credits
12. Mostly all of it. To use climate change for a reason to employ larger density housing seems to
be based on population who works here should be. If they….
13. As long as we have the Reserve in effect, we will not be able to generate paying jobs that will
allow our children to move here. We are dependent upon gov’t jobs of one sort or another to
provide employment (Schools, Medical, Military, etc.)
14. The focus on increasing housing density in the hope of obtaining affordable housing – but
there are no real regulations that will result in affordable housing or smaller housing. There is
nothing that addresses where we are going to get drinking water for all the new residences –
the well fields are already stressed.
15. Don’t like for many reasons. Changing densities zoning before there is a legitimate,
designated, design size, sustainable plan, & not money only driven objective, is unacceptable.
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16. The first meeting I attended the consultants made a comment that don’t be concerned about
water & traffic that will be addressed after the plan is approved. Affordable homes for lowincome to be built, we all know who will buy these homes and a good amount will be used as
rentals. If you truly want low-income to have homes then I suggest you look at habitat for
humanity & see how they make sure that their homes stay with those with low-incomes.
17. I am not fond of the plan in general. While changes have been made on the surface to reflect
the overwhelming community reaction, poorly thought-out high-density plans, which do not
reflect the true nature of this community, could be approved under this proposal. Within these
guidelines high density development could be approved, enriching developers, and
increasing gentrification over time without addressing affordability issues at all. I am very
concerned about the way the plan approaches diversity and affordability issues. The
community is not ready to put these specifics in the plan at this time. There should be a
defined process so that the city could address higher density proposals that focus on
spreading affordable housing throughout the community and seeks ways to keep prices from
sky-rocketing as soon s these units are resold. Other communities are finding ways to do this.
We need to take the time to find out what works and only then implement a plan
18. Increasing density – not effective manner to provide affordable housing. Affordability
covenants should be considered if higher density is Allowed by variance if increased density
via allowing 12-1600 square foot units as 0.5 in medium density zoning is approve, this
doubles density in most areas of town. A better option would be to adjust permit fees based
on square footage with escalations over 2000 square feet. This would encourage max buildout
of available property.
19. If this plan cannot guarantee “affordable” housing can be affordable then stop work and
research models that have succeeded!! Change your definition of small – 1600 sq. ft. is not
small -do not sneak in more housing by calling any unit ½ of a unit. There is no other town in
WA with the unique rural & historical character of Coupeville. I do not want Coupeville’s
history and rural character subsumed by gentrification, traffic & the challenges of fragile water
& ecosystems. Say you cannot guarantee affordable housing is a cynical view of planning.
Affordable housing should be the main/only goal of expansion. Let Coupeville be a truly
visionary town that can be a model where other towns (Langley) have failed. Don’t move
forward. Stop, take your time to plan for a vision not a sad inevitability of suburban sprawl.
20. High Density – Doesn’t lead to affordable housing, degrades historic town, intensifies utility
demands, leads to congestion. Not needed to meet projected growth.
21. 1) Coupeville is a rural town. This plan could doom Coupeville as a rural community and
become urbanized. 2) Do Not change any current zoning. i.e. units/acres, assigning ½ unit to
small house double capacity – not good for C.V. 3) no subsidized housing! (i.e. section 8) 4) no
3 story apt buildings. Not appropriate for C.V.- eyesore. 5) prohibit unlimited density –
residential lots within commercial zone. 6) too much habitat will be destroyed. Expand
population in the county – not within Coupeville. 7) opposes climate change initiatives by
promoting growth.
22. I asked your young city planner if doing nothing is an option – he said no. which leads me to
believe that significant decisions have already been made. I’d also like to know who is drawing
the high-density option?
23. None – stop this plan. Allows too many dwellings on one lot. allows 3 story buildings. Raises
density levels. No limit on density in downtown areas. Changes zoning. No real sustainability.
Lies about saving plants, wildlife! Does not match vision statement. Creates traffic nightmare!
Too much congestion now! Town infrastructure can not support more people! Builders and
land owners get rich and we the people pay for it! So wrong for so many reasons! More parks –
less building!
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Appendix C – Workshop Survey Question #7 Written Comments
Respondents’ written comments about why they choose certain scores.

Table A – Q7.1 through Q7.4

The score for each comment is shown after it in parentheses, with 1 to 5 (5 being best).
Q7.1 (Score)
Q7.4
Preserves and
Q7.2
Supports and
protects the Town’s
Cherishes & embraces Q7.3
enhances great parks,
historical & cultural
the Town’s natural
Enhances walkability
trails, and the
#
heritage
habitat
within the Town
waterfront
1. Tell us how you plan
Tell us how you plan
Tell us how you plan
Tell us how you plan
to make this happen
to make this happen
to make this happen
to make this happen
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
2.
But with attached
comment about NE 3rd
St. (5)
3. Town does not
Must discuss deer
Okay as is (4)
See port Townsend for
promote ICM. There
(birth control?)
ideas regarding native
could be drawings &
population. Can a
names & trails (3)
text about the first
program be initiated
settlers – the
that rounds up deer IX
indigenous people –
per year and take
i.e. wharf kiosk.
them to the Olympic
Connect it with the
peninsula? (2)
Island County
Museum exhibit (2)
4. Mentions “Indigenous We have some lovely
This is one of the best A few name changes
history” but other
parks/open spaces but aspects of the town: it honoring the Lower
than at the IC museum a weak tree ordinance was gratifying to see
Skagit people would
where is that
& emphasis on
its embrace during
enhance this further
geologic
history
(i.e.
and
after
covid.
#1
(5)
acknowledged? � (3)
big rock park?) (4)
wellness builder (5)
5. Has a mixed density
Town must ensure
Do need more
Do need more
usage. Original homes setbacks, etc so
pathways. (5)
pathways. (4)
small and moderate
vegetation can grow.
(4)
(4)
6. More growth -> (1)
Growth? (1)
Already exists. (1)
? (no score)
7. No comments
8. No comments
9. This plan gives lip
Stop turning empty
No concrete mention
Didn’t read policies
service active goals,
land into mid density
of expanding paths (1) (no score)
funding for & limiting
(1)
disruptive growth near
historic buildings. (1)
10. It is the identity of the
Is good now (4)
Is good now (4)
town why people live
here (4)
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Table A – Q7.1 through Q7.4

#
11.

12.

13.
14.

15.

16.
17.

18.

The score for each comment is shown after it in parentheses, with 1 to 5 (5 being best).
Q7.1 (Score)
Q7.4
Preserves and
Q7.2
Supports and
protects the Town’s
Cherishes & embraces Q7.3
enhances great parks,
historical & cultural
the Town’s natural
Enhances walkability
trails, and the
heritage
habitat
within the Town
waterfront
Keeping commercial
Open spaces near
Parks and sidewalks
Keeping all parks and
areas small rather
town & water (5)
hooray! Many
open areas. These are
than many areas of
improvements lately.
vital. (5)
commercial. (5)
Love it (5)
What does this mean? This question makes
Maintain what we
More deer? (no score) no sense to me. We
have. (no score)
already have a town
that is walkable. (no
score)
Not addressed. (1)
Mentioned but no
Need to be high
specifics. (1)
priority. (1)
While this section is
While this section is
While this section is
While this section is
highlighted, no
highlighted, no
highlighted, no
highlighted, no
determination of
determination of
determination of
determination of
density has been
density has been
density has been
density has been
made or emphasized
made or emphasized
made or emphasized
made or emphasized
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
I’m not sure how the
Seems to acknowledge This is one of my
Maintains but I did not
plan does this;
this, but did not see
biggest concerns –
see enhancement. (3)
depending on the
anything in plan to
linear development
“vision” of the
enhance habitat. (2)
along main roads
developers who
never encourage
implement it, any plan
walkability –
could preserve or
community squares &
destroy. (2)
pocket parks with
features & seating do.
(2)
Totally degrades
Lip service only fluff!
I see no new park
Town.
acquisition plans, no
new trails. (1)
Does not equate to
Destroys habitat. Vine We have this already.
Increase of
our vision statement.
st. parcel should be
(1)
housing/population
Destroys habitat.
protected. Like DNR
does not improve
Congestion. (1)
property next to
parks, trails,
equestrian center. (1)
waterfront. (1)
Not if it’s high density
How? (no score)
spot zoning (3/?)
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Table B – Q7.5 through Q7.7

#
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The score for each comment is shown after it in parentheses, with 1 to 5 (5 being best).
Q7.5
Q7.6
Q7.7
Expand the diversity of
Expands homegrown
Implements responsible
housing choices within Town
economic opportunities
climate change actions
Unknown (no score)
I do not see that on any of the
maps (no score)
Tell us how you plan to make
Tell us how you plan to make
Tell us how you plan to make
this happen (4)
this happen (1)
this happen (1)
But with attached comments
about ADU regs (5)
A difficult task. Density seems
Main St. and Front St. seem to
The elementary school idling at
to be one way for ToC to
be thriving. Too bad the sat.
pickup time is very harmful to
influence that. No increase in
market has diminished recently the children and the climate at
Town Boundaries (4)
(4)
large. Perhaps staggered
release times and no idling
signs would help. People need
to be retrained! (2)
Unfortunately give that housing We’re a tourist town in a
The town is way behind in this
is largely market driven and we farming area & I think
area! Where are the EV
are both a retirement & now
Coupeville does a pretty good
recharging stations, accessible,
firstly climate refugee driven
job given those limitations. (4)
no idling signs, heat & smoke
aren’t tough. (4)
relief centers, solar
infrastructure, etc? where’s the
climate action plan? (2)
Allow higher densitity housing
(1)
This is a good part of the plan.
Blank (4)
Not sure if total aquifer is taken
(5)
into account. (3)
Climate is affected by increased
people (no score)
You expand SMALL units not
You KILL economic
You noted plant symbols, but
ALL choices (1)
opprotunities with this plan (1) really didn’t make policy
suggestions (1)
Plant Trees, etc. (1)
Gives our children a place to
work and stay (4)
Keep mobile homes out of
residential areas in town – you
can call them modular now and
they are in the trailer mobile
home parks in town). Please
don’t put any more in existing
neighborhoods. Thank you. (3)
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13. Depends on what you mean by
diversity. Not in favor of high
density. (no score)
14.
15. While this section is
highlighted, no determination
of density has been made or
emphasized (3)
16. This is there – but
unfortunately depends on
developers & stable
support/NGO support of lowincome options – likely to lead
to gentrification & loss of
historic / nature / aesthetic. (3)
17. Listing minimum densities for
zoning takes away property
owner’s rights. (1)
18. Total overkill on this idea! (1)

Good idea but zoning doesn’t
encourage it. (1)
I just do not see this. In fact,
there is a proposal to “86”
density max in commercial
zones. (1)
Maybe. (3)

19. Prohibit any section 8
subsidized of any subsidized
housing (1)

Only when a new apt building
has mixed use. 1st floor
commerce. (1)

20. Perhaps. (no score)

Perhaps. Are you suggesting
more businesses will open? (no
score)
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Now you’re on the right path.
Water on this should be #1
concern when you talk about
growth. (no score)
Don’t see it. Is it addressed?
Did I miss it? (no score)
Green Building is Encouraged
but not required. (4)
Maybe. (3)

Does nothing to lead to
sustainability.
Subjective. Not clear “how”.
More people + more
garbage/exhaust/sewage/cong
estion! (1)
Not that I could see. (no score).
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Appendix D – Transcription of Poster Comments

Historic Preservation & Community Design
Element

Comment
Important to add native american influence & contributions
THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENT
New construction needs to seriously consider water use of
aquafer that is dependant on rain (which is controlled by
climate change) also, city water use has definate effect on
farmland. Farmers need to have representation on some of
these committes or at least need to comtibute their
needs/difficulties re: H2O i.e. not only aquafer but waters flows
that come at awkward times from city overflow of rain water which is then affects planting & at other times crop need.

Housing Element
Comment

This can only be done by thinking outside the box
Subsidies are not guarenteed - so then what?
None of this will do anything to lower housing costs. It just
makes developers richer.
How about mother-in-law additions to current homes?

Economic Stability Element

Comment
I would never encourage children to move to coupeville because
of the lack of employment opprotunities
What RCW prohibits commercial properties from becoming high
end condo housing?
Need to support more small retail in town
Need commercial space for this

Transportation Element
Comment

in regard to
Entire element
Entire element
Entire element

in regard to
Owner household
paragraph
Entire element
Entire element
Entire element

in regard to
Entire element

Entire element
Entire element
Goal ES-1

in regard to

We've heard that 95% of coupeville workers commute from
away -> what % of residents commute out of coupeville? This
impacts traffic and transit.
MAKERS architecture and urban design
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Parks, Recreation & Open Space Element

Comment
Can you address the issue of wildlife & density like deer?
Perhaps addressing fencing ordinances to let people protect
themselves from the deer
Parks east of Town
What about too many deer?
Please offer opprotunities for non-profit human services
agencies to review and comment on the draft
There are many "age-friendly" designs for community
More Please!

Notepad

in regard to

PR-1

Policy to ensure indoor and
outdoor… & Policy to
increase opprotunities for
physical…

Comment
The goal of year-round tourism is not appropriate for coupeville.
Give the local residents a chance to have their town and
gathering places back.

in regard to
ES Tourism

rather than increase density with 1/2 house incentive. Restrict
size of houses.
The commission reports go on so long - mayber let people talk
before the reports
presenters need better microphones portable also need
PowerPoint light pointers
Observation: older Coupe's do not accept change and many
were very rude. Disappointing.
Water: wwtp to ag land already treated reuse / do not put in
cove.

Density Discount
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Reference Map

Comment
Give more power to the HPC re: design (Veto the Veto's)
<3
Keep the density as is. Worry about preservation not developers
Keep!
Keep current map
Keep current map
Keep 28 ft. height limit
We <3 this one
IF change is necessary do it SLOWLY.

in regard to
Entire map
Entire map
Entire map
Entire map
Entire map
Entire map
Entire map
Entire map
Entire map

Alternative 1 Map

Comment
No Density along highway
Yes
Agree w/ updating some descriptions
Yes! This impacts the environment and climate change the least!

in regard to
Entire map
Entire map
Entire map
Entire map

Fully support
Trailer Park
Yes
We don't need to icrease density to meet UGA requirements.

Parker Rd. area
Parker Rd. area
Parker Rd. area
Entire map

Alt 1 No Change
Can professional operate a business out of their homes?

Entire map
General Q

Move Alt 2 (2B & 2E) to Alt 1 map
Roads and Water should be #1
Is there enough commercial space for new or expanding
business?
Deer Control
Current Map isn't bad - Don't make it worse
If you must!
Yes on alt 1 - No/minimal change!

2B & 2E
Entire map
Entire map
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Alternative 2 Map

Comment
Jet noise zone 120 dbl
Trailer Park
Totally reject this map?
Yes - Infilling but provide infrastructure through development
fees
No
2A - Still private land. Do they know what is proposed for their
lots? Must have a policy for affordable housing. No trailers or
"Immobile" mobile homes

in regard to
RR Zone
Parker Rd.
Entire Map
Entire Map

2A - Keep low densty. Small affordable low-income housing units
(policy to keep price down?). Does it have sewer and water? No
roads, no bus. Keep rural nature. Keep some of this as trust? Or
Park. Is this wet zone? Environmental Statement.

2A

Church properties should not be considered civic properties
Seperation of church and state - church should not be civic
No! this impacts impacts the environment and Climate Change.
Too much increases. More traffic on already filled Parker Rd.
Also, as a community we need to spread medium density
around.

Church Properties
Church Properties
Entire Map?
Entire Map?

No! 2c blocks view of historic queen anne Re: split zoned parcels
on N. Main St.
No! re: MOA/Commercial to Civic
No! Med -> Commercial on S. Main
No! re: MOA/Commercial to Civic
How Close to sewer & H2O are we?
Preventing cottages from beoming "cheap" vacation homes
Change from low-medium density gives major profit to
landowners
No! MOA -> Medium
Not consistent with surrounding area

2C

Methodist Church Q's. If med -> civic, will that make it more
difficult to get our end goal? Vs. med -> high?
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Change from Low to Med
2A

2E
2C
2E
?
Entire Map
Entire Map
2E
Property on Vine &
Madrona
Methodist Church
Properties
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Alternative 3 Map

Comment
No
no!
Totally reject this!
No!
Yes!
Yes in my backyard
What about all the concerns for the environment & climate
change??? No!
Low (Parker Rd.)
Any high density need to be spread around - so people become
part of the community - not isolated with only high density
Trailer Park (Parker Rd.)
No No (Parker Rd.)
Noise maps are not accurate!
Currently access would be off of a hilly section of Parker Rd. Unsafe
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in regard to
3H
3E & 3B
Entire map
Entire map
Entire map
Entire map
3A
3A
Entire Map
3A
3A
3A
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